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L E A R N I N G  F O R  L I F E



Learning is at the heart of  all we do at Wellington and we 
want students entering our Sixth Form to be independent, 
intellectually curious young men and women who are 
willing to demonstrate high levels of  academic endeavour 
in deepening their understanding of  the world around 
them. Our dedicated and professional teaching staff will 
ensure that every student is challenged to achieve to the 
very best of  their ability, and support them as they rise to 
the challenge of  Sixth Form study. 

Small class sizes and collaborative working relationships with teachers and fellow pupils ensure that lessons in the Sixth 

Form are dynamic, challenging, interesting and enjoyable in equal measure. We are proud of  the outcomes achieved by 

our senior students and that they go on to attend some of  the best universities in the world confirms that those fortunate 

enough to benefit from a Wellington Sixth Form education will be well placed to confidently embark on the next stage 

of  their educational journey.

In addition to supporting students achieve their best possible results, we also want them to leave school with the life-skills 

we know employers are demanding. We develop in them the ability to work with others to find innovative solutions to 

complex problems, encourage them to be creative, critical thinkers and support them in refining their communication 

skills. We also benefit from successful and supportive alumni and parent bodies, which see us able to expose our students 

to a wide range of  career paths and help them secure valuable work experience.

Our pastoral care is outstanding and the breadth of  co-curricular opportunities available to Wellington students is 

remarkable. We want everyone at Wellington to feel known, valued and understood and believe that contributing to the 

wider life of  the School will see students enjoying their senior years and building wonderful friendships along the way. 

We are committed to ensuring that those students fortunate enough to complete their Sixth Form studies at Wellington 

will remember their time at the School as being fun, rewarding years which saw them grow into young adults ready to 

make their mark on the world. 

 

There is no ‘typical’ Wellington Sixth Form student; we welcome girls and boys from a wide range of  backgrounds 

and with many different interests and abilities. What does define our students, however, is a love of  learning, a sense 

of  ambition and an unwavering commitment to being an inclusive, tolerant, kind and supportive community. 

Do please feel free to contact me if  you would like to discuss joining Wellington – it would be a pleasure to speak 

with you.

Eugene du Toit
Headmaster 

“You constantly challenge yourself  here at Wellington 
and the teachers always try to help you succeed”



The Wellington Experience
• Consistently outstanding academic results.

• A track record of  students securing places at top universities, in both the UK and abroad.

• An ethos of  high aspirations that enable students to fulfil their potential.

• Strong and positive working relationships between staff and students.

• Small class sizes.

• A caring and supportive environment in which students’ talents are nurtured and developed.

• A strong sense of  identity and belonging.

• A thriving boarding community in which both local and international students prosper.

Entry into the Sixth Form
We consider each individual student on merit, but in general, the following applies;

Students should usually have gained at least three grade 6s and, in addition, three grade 4/5 at GCSE level, 

including English and Mathematics

In the subject to be taken at A Level, a grade 6 or above is normally expected and some subjects are more 

demanding than this. 

“The Sixth Form at Wellington is such a special 
place, I can honestly say the best years of  my 
school life have been spent here. On offer is a 
fantastic range of  opportunities both academically 
and beyond the curriculum. I know I will leave 
here as a well- rounded individual, fully prepared 
for the challenges ahead.”



Academic
A Level Results 
An impressive 36% of  grades were awarded the elusive A*-A grades, with 16 pupils attaining three or more A*/A 

grades, and pupils across the year group taking up places on a range of  courses at leading universities, including Oxford 

and Cambridge. Over 80% of  pupils will be going to their preferred choice of  university, with 65% going to Russell 

Group universities or equivalent. Wellington pupils will proceed on to an excellent range of  academic and vocational 

courses ranging from Maths to Medicine, and Economics to English.

A Level Results 2019
Subject     A* A  B  C  D  E  U  Entries 

Art     0 0 71 86 100 100 100 7

Biology     23 31 38 78 92 92 100 13

Business Studies    0 13 47 60 93 100 100 15

Chemistry    13 54 88 96 100 100 100 24

Chinese     0 56 100 100 100 100 100 16

Design + Technology   0 0 25 50 75 75 100 4

Drama     0 0 100 100 100 100 100 2

Economics    0 7 21 57 86 100 100 14

English Literature   13 25 50 100 100 100 100 8

French     50 100 100 100 100 100 100 2

Further Mathematics   22 78 89 100 100 100 100 9

Geography    0 50 86 86 93 100 100 1

German     33 33 67 100 100 100 100 3

History     7 47 80 100 100 100 100 15

Latin     67 100 100 100 100 100 100 3

Mathematics    18 48 68 75 93 95 100 40

Music Technology   0 0 100 100 100 100 100 1

Physical Education   0 25 50 75 100 100 100 4

Physics     13 26 61 74 83 100 100 23

Psychology    0 0 17 50 67 83 100 6

Religious Studies    0 10 60 90 100 100 100 10

Russian     0 100 100 100 100 100 100 1

Spanish     0 0 13 63 88 100 100 8

        

Overall     10 36 65 81 93 98 100 229

Total  (Nat. Aver.)    7.8 25.5 51.6 75.8 91 97.6 100

These figures are represented as cumulative percentages.



Enrichment Programme 
The Sixth Form Enrichment Programme offers a range of  activities, all aimed at preparing our students for the 

important transition between school and the world of  higher education or employment.  Academic enrichment is 

offered by specialist staff, who run university style tutorials and workshops in a range of  disciplines.

Academic Enrichment

• Academic and research ethics

• Critical thinking

• Developing the structure of  arguments

• Dealing with counter-arguments

• Research techniques

• Citation, referencing, and creating a bibliography

• Developing a research proposal and defining research objectives

• Developing research questions and a hypothesis

• Keeping a research journal

• Conducting a research review

• Collecting and assessing source materials

The overriding aim of  the course is to equip students with skills in critical thinking and a deeper perspective on 

contemporary global issues, and the confidence to become independent learners through an Extended Project 

Qualification – see information in subject choices.

Extended Project 
Qualification       
Available to all Sixth Form students, initially through timetabled Academic Enrichment lessons, this 

qualification enables a student to choose a topic of  interest and undertake an in-depth study.  The qualification 

is equivalent to half  of  an A Level.

Future Steps       
We have a dedicated team of  tutors to support students through the UCAS process. 

In the Lower Sixth, our innovative FutureSteps programme provides input and guidance in career choices, applying 

to universities, student finances, an insight into job applications and recruitment, and well-being in adulthood. 

Lecture Programme       
Each year our Horizons lecture series addresses topical and pertinent global issues (eg, Gender, Artificial 

Intelligence, Economics) with high profile visiting speakers. Recent guests have included International Award-

winning photographer Anita Corbin, Mathematician and presenter Simon Singh, and Chief  Economist at the 

Bank of  England Stephen Millard. In addition, regular societies (eg Coleridge, Raban) offer opportunities for 

external speakers and for our students to present topics close to their hearts.

Students also participate in Philosothons, English Speaking Union Debates and Inter-schools Debating challenges, 

as well as various academic Olympiads, challenges and essay-writing competitions.



Careers      
Our Careers and Future Steps Lead provides information, advice and guidance to students to help them focus on their 

career interests and identify the choices (both academic and in terms of  experience) that they will need to make to 

realise their career aspirations.

Students will be put in touch with appropriate contacts to advise on career paths and there is a dedicated programme of  

events and visits as well as university science, technology engineering and mathematics (STEM) events.  These regular 

events include networking opportunities with local businesses and Old Wellingtonians, a careers dinner, termly visits 

from the Armed Forces Liaison Officers and The Independent Schools Careers Fair. There is also an opportunity for 

students to benefit from  psychometric profiling. 

Furthermore, we have developed a competency framework with typical ‘employability’ type scenarios. Students are 

introduced to competency based interviewing and are able to develop and hone those skills and traits which we know 

higher education establishments and employers particularly value, such as team work, self-motivation and perseverance.

Employability Workshop      
A vibrant event consisting of  lectures, workshops and “leadership games”. It gives students the chance to develop 

personal skills not normally covered in Sixth Form academic syllabuses. It is designed to give them a glimpse into 

how public services, industry, retail and commerce operate; with exercises in management, leadership, production, 

negotiation and problem solving.

Leadership roles     
Sixth Formers are encouraged to adopt leadership roles during their time in the Sixth Form. Such roles include 

organising teams and representatives for competitions within the Norman Cup (inter-House), CCF Section Heads, 

tour guides for visiting families, Charities Committee and mentoring of  younger students and advice and support to 

other students.



University Preparation     
We provide guidance to all students throughout the university application process. 

In Year 11, you are rightly concentrating on your GCSE studies, but if  you are thinking of  applying for universities such 

as Oxford or Cambridge, or a course like Clinical Medicine, Veterinary Medicine or Dentistry, we advise you to start 

your preparations early.

All of  the above courses require you to complete your application by the middle of  October in the Upper Sixth, which 

means getting organised with your work experience, research, personal statement and wider reading during the Lower 

Sixth. Early in the Upper Sixth, we meet students individually to discuss their aspirations and give students guidance on 

course choice, background reading and suitable work experience.

All students are given training in the UCAS process during Lower Sixth and are allocated a UCAS Supervisor in an 

appropriate specialism who continues to support them with background reading, interview technique and preparation 

for external aptitude tests such as the BMAT (Biomedical Admissions Test) and TSA (Thinking Skills Assessment).

We arrange practice interviews with staff from other schools, in order to give students valuable experience of  an 

unknown interviewer.

Alternatives 
to University   
Although the majority of  our students go on to 

university, we have a number of  students who choose 

different paths. There are many alternatives to 

accessing graduate level careers.  Some of  the most 

prestigious employers recruit many people each year 

through higher level apprenticeship programmes 

which start after completing A Levels.  Typically these 

programmes will take students to at least foundation 

degree level and in some cases right through to 

Masters degree level.  It may take longer to get the 

academic qualifications, but if  this kind of  career is 

for you then you will be paid from day one and you 

will be getting valuable work experience as you learn.  

Such programmes are available with a number of  

companies including Rolls Royce, Glaxo-SmithKline, 

PWC, EDF and Jaguar Landrover.

University 
Entrance   
The number of  Wellington students who secure 

places at top universities is always impressive. 

2019 saw 76% students going on to either 

Oxbridge or Russell universities or equivalent. In 

addition, after leaving Wellington some of  our 

students continue their studies at prestigious Art 

Schools and Music Conservatoires.

‘The work is a step up, 
but so is the enjoyment!’



Summer
Term

Summer
Holiday

Spring
Term

Autumn
 Term

UCAS Timeline
Lower Sixth

UCAS Timeline
Upper Sixth

• FutureSteps begins - runs throughout the year;

• Finance

• Careers

• Recruitment

• University applications

• Academic report

• Early nominal list of  Oxbridge candidates

• Medicine, veterinary medicine, dentistry and other professional   

 courses start researching admissions tests and liasing with relevant staff

• UCAS Convention at West Point, Exeter

• End of  year exams

• UCAS preswentation evening for parents

• UCAS training for students

• Oxbridge open days

•  Second Academic report

• First draft of  personal statement for university applications  

 and Oxbridge applicants

• UCAS Apply (on-line application system) opens (early September)

• Individual meetings for students with specific UCAS advisors

• Oxbridge and early applicant UCAS Apply (deadline early October)

• All other UCAS Apply applications encouraged to be submitted by  

 half  trem

• University Open Day season

• Final UCAS apply deadline - 15 January 

• A Level rehersal examinations - February

• UCAS deadlines for firm and insurance decisions - April

• Student finance applications open - April

• Upper Sixth Study leave

• A Level examinations

• A Level results - 2nd Thursday in August

• Ongoing support with university applications

Summer
Term

Summer
Holiday

Spring
Term

Autumn
 Term



Class of  2018 - Higher Education/
Employment Destinations
AECC University College   Chiropractic
Bath University    Psychology
Bath University    Computer Science
Bath University    International Management and Modern Languages
Birmingham University    Modern Languages
Birmingham University   Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Birmingham University   International Relations with German
Birmingham University   Modern Languages (4 years)
Birmingham University   Foundation
Birmingham University   Nursing (Adult)
Bristol University    Spanish (4 years)
Bristol University    Childhood Studies
Bristol University    Psychology in Education
Bristol University    Geology
Bristol University    Medical Microbiology
Bristol University    Veterinary Science
Bristol University    Psychology
Bristol University    Medicine
Brunel University of  London  Business and management
Brunel University of  London  International accelerator program
Cardiff University   Economics
Cardiff University   Ancient History/Philosophy
Cardiff University   Optometry
Cardiff University   English Literature/Philosophy
Central Saint Martins - 
University of  the Arts London  Fine Art
Durham University    Classics
East Anglia University    Medicine
Edinburgh University   Computer Science
Essex University     Business Management with Finance
Essex University     Psychology
Essex University     Economics and Mathematics
ESCP Business School, Paris  International Business
Exeter University    Politics and International Relations
Exeter University    Mathematics
Exeter University    English
Exeter University    Modern Languages
Exeter University    English
Falmouth University   Fine Art

Imperial College London    Physics
Imperial College London    Biochemistry
Imperial College London    Physics
INTO World Education College, London  Business Management, Foundation
Kent University    Ancient History
Kent University    Military History
King’s College London   Philosophy
Kingston University   Business Managment
Lancaster University   Mechatronic Engineering
Leeds University    Journalism
Leicester University   English Literature
Leicester University   Business Management
Land & Wave, Swanage   Outdoor Education Instructor
Liverpool University   Business Management
Manchester Metropolitan University  Spanish with German
Manchester University    Aerospace Engineering
Manchester University    Italian and Spanish
Manchester University    History and Spanish
Manchester University    Civil Engineering
Nottingham University   Geography
Oxford School of  Business & Media PA Course
Oxford University    Human Sciences
Portsmouth University    Physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology
Queen Mary University of  London  History with a Year Abroad
Reading University     Primary Education
Royal Glasgow School of  Music    Piano
Royal Holloway University   Biochemistry
South Wales University    Sport Coaching Foundation
Southampton University   Biomedical Sciences
Southampton University   Law
Swansea University   Geography
Swansea University   Business Management
Switzerland    International Hospitality
University College London  Computer Science
University College London  History
University College London  Archaeology and Anthropology
University of  Vienna, Austria  Biology
Warwick University   Economics
Westminster University   Foundation
Worcester University   Midwifery with NMC Registration
York University    History
York University    Environment, Economics and Ecology
York University    Economics and Mathematics

Apprenticeships

Thatchers Cider



Beyond the Classroom
Outdoor Education

The Sixth Formers enjoy a wide range of  co-curricular activities including the demanding Ten Tors Challenge and 

an extensive range of  Sixth Form specific trips and expeditions. Our dynamic Outdoor Education department runs 

climbing, canoeing, mountain biking, caving and sailing trips and individual departments run a wide variety of  

educational trips to augment the classroom experiences. Recent trips have included winter mountaineering in Scotland, 

walking and climbing in the Dolomites, Iceland, Nepal and desert trekking and mountaineering in Morocco.

Duke of  Edinburgh

We actively promote participation in the Duke of  Edinburgh’s Award Scheme which inspires young people to try 

a range of  different activities they may not previously have experienced. Participants are required to complete four 

sections that make up each level of  the programme; physical, skill, volunteering and an assessed expedition. Each year a 

number of  our Sixth Formers complete the coveted Gold Award and visit Buckingham Palace to receive their awards. 

CCF

Sixth Formers have the option to join the CCF, in the Army, Navy and Air Force sections which offer opportunities 

for students to develop leadership skills, self-reliance and to learn team-building and responsibility in a challenging 

environment.  All have hands-on practical experience in sections, including flying helicopters, range shooting and 

weapons handling, extensive boating opportunities and expeditions.

Sport

Sixth Form students participate in the vibrant sports programme, 

including hockey, rugby, netball, cricket, athletics, basketball, 

badminton, swimming, tennis and athletics. A pioneering Sports 

Performance and Wellbeing department delivers a whole new 

approach to fitness and sport. In addition to sport coaching for 

all students, our wellbeing element educates our young people 

on important lifestyle features such as diet, fitness, nutrition and 

body image. Our Elite Development Programme focuses on our 

performance athletes, and a tailored fitness and skills training 

package can be put together for each individual. 

The Arts

There is a vibrant Music department, with a huge range of  bands, 

orchestras, choirs and ensembles, including the superb Chapel 

Choir, offering many opportunities to perform and develop.  Our 

fabulous Drama department puts on a wide array of  productions 

each year, ranging from Macbeth to School of  Rock, and Sixth 

Formers are encouraged to participate – either in performance 

or production. There are also extensive Art, Design and Drama 

facilities, clubs and societies.  



Boarding
A significant proportion of  our boarding community are Sixth Form students. Whilst many arrive having moved 

through the School from a younger age, a significant number join the School at Sixth Form level and some transfer 

having originally been day students.  There are significant benefits of  boarding in the Sixth Form, including the 

additional focus on academic work and university preparation.

The potential benefits are enormous, not least the removal of  the burden and financial cost of  travel time to and from 

School. In addition to this, students are able to take advantage of  the many leadership opportunities that arise from 

being at a busy boarding school. 

Pastoral Support
Our students can achieve at Wellington confident in the knowledge that there is excellent pastoral support to help them 

flourish in the Sixth Form. Sixth Formers remain attached to their House as they enter the Sixth Form and new students 

are assigned to a day or boarding House as appropriate.

Every Sixth Former belongs to a tutor group of  up to nine or ten students, allocated to a senior House. Tutors act as the 

first port of  call for pastoral and academic issues, and they work closely with the Head of  Sixth Form, the Deputy Heads 

(Academic and Pastoral) and Heads of  House, to support students both in and out of  the classroom. The Health Centre 

has full-time nursing staff and a visiting doctor, as well as a Mental Health Lead for additional support. 

Students meet with their Tutors on most days and have formal, longer sessions at least once a week.

Sixth Form Council
The Sixth Form Council – made up of  elected students - exists to represent the Sixth Form in all matters that are 

relevant to them. This can cover anything from requests and suggestions for changes to the Sixth Form Centre, to 

discussion of  rules or guidelines and organising social events.   

The Council has considerable influence and it would be rare for decisions to be made about the Sixth Form without 

prior consultation with the Council.  The Council also manages a sizeable budget. This offers students the opportunity 

to develop negotiating skills and manage projects.



Dress Code
Looking smart and business-like is our overriding principle and generally takes precedence over following a rigid 

set of  rules. A general rule is that we expect students to wear something that would be acceptable in a formal office 

environment, developing an understanding of  dressing appropriately for the workplace. 

Sixth Form Facilities
A purpose-built Sixth Form Study Centre is available for use by students, as well as a fully staffed, well-resourced 

modern library. In addition, there is a spacious Sixth Form Centre for relaxing and socialising and an on-site café for 

meeting friends and enjoying each others’ company over a delicious latte and homemade cake!

Social Events 
& Societies
There is a vibrant social life in the Sixth Form and 

students are encouraged to get fully involved with various 

social events.  Students organise a wide range of  events 

including dinners, quiz nights, performances and the 

spectacular school ball each year.

Alongside these, there are various societies that enable 

students to share common interests and which stimulate 

intellectual discussion and debate



Curriculum
Wellington School offers an exciting and diverse set of

subjects in the Sixth Form. 

Most students choose three subjects to study at A Level and 

the school will make every effort to accommodate a student’s 

choices. Where appropriate, it is also possible for our most 

able students to study 4 A Levels. In addition to our A Level 

curriculum we offer the opportunity to work towards an 

Extended Project Qualification.  

International students can also take advantage of  a course 

for non-native English speakers, which leads to the IELTS 

examination required for university entrance.

In addition, we offer a BTEC Level 3 National Diploma 

in Sport, which is equivalent to two A Levels. This should 

normally be studied alongside one A Level and is a modular 

course with continual assessments.

 

How should a student choose their three A Level courses?

Tutors and teaching staff at Wellington School are available to advise students as they choose their A Level subjects.  

Possible future career plans

It is essential at A Level that students have chosen subjects that meet the requirements of  future university study, or their 

future career.  The Russell Group of  universities, comprising some twenty of  the most academic universities in the UK, 

has published extremely helpful advice on the A Levels required to study particular courses at university.  This advice is 

published in their report “Informed Choices”: http://www.russellgroup.ac.uk/informed-choices/.  

Subjects that students enjoy
It is important that students think about taking subjects that they have particularly enjoyed in the past, both in the 

classroom and independently, or feel they may enjoy.  Each A Level subject requires in-depth study, and receives a 

great deal of  classroom time on our school timetable.  Therefore, if  a student enjoys the subject then they will be more 

motivated to work hard in it. We expect students to undertake detailed independent study for their A Levels, and the 

self-motivation required for this will come more easily if  students enjoy the subject.

Subjects in which students are academically strong
A Level study is significantly more demanding than GCSE, and if  a student starts an A Level course with a low GCSE 

result, it is extremely unlikely that the student will achieve a high A Level grade.  We advise that a grade 6 at GCSE is a 

suitable starting point for A Level study in a subject. It is our opinion that as some subjects are more demanding, at least 

a grade 7 at GCSE may be needed.  In light of  this, it is important that students have discussed the feasibility of  taking 

each of  their proposed A Level subjects with their subject teachers at Wellington or their current school.



Should a Student Take a 
Fourth Subject?

The priority for all students in the Sixth Form must be 

their three A Level courses.  Therefore, we believe that 

the majority of  students should not take a fourth subject.  

However, if  a student wishes to study four A Levels, we 

would expect them to achieve eight or more 9 - 7 grades 

at GCSE.  This would only be recommended if:

A   The student is extremely able and can genuinely cope 

with the academic demands of  four subjects, targeting 

top grades in all of  these subjects.  

B   The student wished to apply for one of  a small 

number of  university courses where breadth extending 

across four subjects may be beneficial; for example, 

Architecture

Monitoring of  Academic 
Progress in the Sixth Form

Academic progress throughout the Sixth Form is 

monitored through a Tutor system, and the progress 

is overseen by Head of  Sixth Form and the Deputy 

Head Academic.  Tutors advise students on matters 

such as study skills as well as helping with application 

to university.  Regular A Level forecast grades, together 

with an indication of  approach to class and homework, 

provide rapid feedback to students.  

“Studying has new meanings
 at Sixth Form””



Art, Craft & Design 
A Level Art, Craft and Design is structured to engage students both intellectually and creatively.  The students are given the 
confidence to be open-minded and follow many diverse lines of  personal enquiry, allowing them to develop high levels of  
self-motivation through the fostering of  independent working practice.   

Students will be able to produce practical work that embraces a variety of  contexts, from the academic through to the 
ephemeral and experimental.  Students are encouraged to be open to new means and ways of  working and there is a strong 
emphasis placed upon exploration, and experimentation.  This is then rigorously documented within their artistic journals. 
Our ethos is to enable students to develop skills and confidence in several media and in both two and three dimensions.

Beyond the Course
With structured guidance from teachers, A Level Art Craft & Design presents an opportunity for students to produce 
highly personal creative work and to pursue individual interests. It is vital that our students are able to work independently 
and as part of  a group, as well as being well motivated and enthusiastic about Art in all its guises.  This is a particularly 
appropriate subject for students who are interested in a career in the many disciplines of  Art and Design, Visual and 
Performing Arts, Architecture and the Media. Many of  our GCSE students choose direct entry to Art & Design Degree 
Courses and successfully gain places on their chosen courses.

Course content

Lower Sixth
Component 1: Personal Investigation 
In the first project you will work on developing your Art and Design 
skills and explore the concept of  ‘A sense of  place’. Early in the first 
term you will join us for a two-day art residential workshop, gathering 
images, objects and artefacts to work with back in the studios. With 
the work and images generated from that weekend, you will devise 
a set of  personal projects. As well as the practical work, you will also 
be expected to devise and complete the Personal Study. This requires 
students to produce a study of  an aspect of  Art and Design in the 
context of  their own area of  research and interest. The way this study 
is presented is appropriate to the individual student and the nature of  
the study but must be no less than 1000 words.

Upper Sixth
The first term is spent completing Personal Investigations for final 
assessment, before commencing Component 2: Externally Set 
Assignment. The aim of  this is for students to prepare a series of  
ideas and practical works leading to the production of  a piece of  
work during a 15-hour timed examination

Assessment

Component 1: Personal Investigation, 
carries 60% of  the final mark.  This 
comprises a portfolio of  art work and a 
written personal study.  
   
Component 2: The Externally Set 
Assignment, carries 40% of  the final mark.   
After a period of  preparation, a fifteen-hour 
timed assignment takes place.
   
Exam Board: Edexcel 9AD0
   

Specification: https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/art-and-design-2015.html



Biology 
The knowledge and skills acquired in the Biology A Level course, reveal living organisms and their interactions with 
their environment in depth, from molecular to ecosystem level. We cover topics both in theory and in practice, ensuring 
pupils are confident and competent in practical skills including a four day residential Field Trip in Devon in October. 
Enrichment includes a genetics workshop, A Level Science Live, and Royal Society of  Biology lectures and competitions.

Beyond the Course
Biology A Level prepares pupils as critical, analytical scientists who have an enhanced understanding of  living organisms 
and the world around them from which to make personal or professional choices in the future. With many challenges 
ahead for this generation including antibiotic resistance, climate change and appropriate use of  emerging DNA 
technologies, A Level Biology provides a suitable foundation from which pupils will have a wide range of  options available. 
It is a relevant, up to date and rigorous course of  study.  A Level biologists are well prepared for further study and 
employment within and outside the biological sciences including medicine, veterinary science, marine biology, biomedical 
sciences, pharmaceuticals, gene technology, agriculture, osteopathy, physiotherapy, sports science and many more.

Course content

Lower Sixth
Topic 1: Biological molecules
Topic 2: Cells
Topic 3: Organisms exchange substances with their environment
Topic 4: Genetic information, variation and relationships 
between organisms

Upper Sixth
Topic 5: Energy transfers within and between organisms
Topic 6: Organisms respond to changes in their environment
Topic 7: Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems
Topic 8: The control of  gene expression 

Assessment

Paper 1 (91 marks, 35%, 2 hours) Topics 1–4 
including practicals, 76 marks: a mixture of  
short and long answer questions 15 marks: 
extended response
   
Paper 2 (91 marks, 35%)  Topics 5–8  
including practicals, 76 marks: a mixture of  
short and long answer questions 15 marks: 
comprehension
   
Paper 3 (78 marks, 30%, 2 hours) Topics 
1-8 including practicals. 38 marks:structured 
questions including practical techniques, 15 
marks critical analysis of  experimental data, 
25 marks one essay from choice of  two.
   
Practical Endorsement: Awarded at the 
end of  two years for meeting the required 
competency across a range of  practical skills.
   
Maths skills: At least 10% of  the marks in 
the A level exam will require maths skills at a 
level of  at least higher tier GCSE Maths
   
Exam Board:   AQA 7402

BTEC Sport
Do you have a passion for sport? Do you enjoy learning in a practical, hands-on, interactive way? The BTEC Sport 
programme of  study is a two-year course and is the equivalent of  two A Levels.  Students choosing this programme 
would select one A Level to study alongside the BTEC. 

Students will cover 9 units, 6 mandatory and 3 chosen appropriately.  The assessment style is an interesting mix 
of  external and internal assessments, but include a variety of  methods such as essays, case studies, video analysis, 
presentations, interviews and recordings.

Key skills that the course will develop are the use of  critical thinking and problem-solving skills, interpersonal skills 
when working with others in the group or in groups outside of  school, and intrapersonal skills, such as self-management, 
adaptability and self-monitoring. Much of  the course requires independent learning, actively researching topics and 
being able to plan and present findings.

Beyond the Course
This course is an excellent base for a university degree in various sports related courses and very much prepares you for 
the independent learning required at the next level of  higher education or employment. The course can lead onto a 
huge variety of  courses including Sport Science, Sport and Exercise Psychology, Sport Conditioning, Sport Development 
and Coaching or Sport Rehabilitation.  BTEC Sport will create confident, independent thinkers and effective decision 
makers, who can operate effectively as individuals or as part of  a team – all transferable skills that will enable learners to 
stand out and effectively promote themselves as they progress through life.

Course content

Lower Sixth
Unit      Assessment
Anatomy and Physiology    External Exam
Fitness Training and Programming for
Health, Sport and Well-being   External Set Task
Application of  Fitness Testing   Internal Assessment
Practical Sports Performance   Internal Assessment

Upper Sixth
Professional Development in the
Sports Industry     Internal Assessment
Sports Leadership   Internal Assessment
Investigating Business in Sport   External Set Task
Skill Acquisition in Sport    Internal Assessment
Sports Psychology    Internal Assessment

Assessment

The assessment process encourages students 
to develop a broad range of  transferable skills, 
including using case studies, carrying out 
projects with choice of  direction and outcome 
and writing up finding of  own research. 
Various methods of  assessment will be used 
including 3 externally assessed units, 1 exam 
and 2 tasks
   
Exam Board - Pearson National Diploma
in Sport (Edexcel)
   

Specification: https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/biology/specifications/AQA-7401-7402-SP-2015.PDF Specification: https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/btec-nationals/sport-2016.html#tab-Diploma



Business
“How can firms exploit new market opportunities at home and abroad?”
What role do managers have in motivating their staff?
How can firms maintain their profit levels in the face of  difficult trading conditions?
How far should firms go towards meeting responsibilities to society as well as their owners?

These are some of  the typical questions for Business students on what is essentially a course about decision-making and 
risk.  A good level of  numeracy is required to appreciate quantitative methods of  analysing data, as is a flair for problem 
solving.  This course provides comprehensive coverage of  all aspects of  business organisation and the economic, social, 
legal and technical environment in which they operate.  As such it is a useful foundation for degree courses in business 
management, international business and economics and law.

Beyond the Course
Learning in the classroom is compounded by a wide range of  co-curricular experiences such as visits to and from 
businesses, visiting speakers and an opportunity to take part in local apprenticeship/work experience schemes. In 
addition to our usual co-curricular programme, the department organises visits to local firms such as Thatchers Cider, 
West Somerset Railway, EDF Energy and Tiki surf  company. The department tries to create an environment where 
students are sampling the “real business” world now and developing life skills in an age when many students are entering 
the work force directly. 

Course content
1. Marketing & People 
Students will develop an understanding of:
• Meeting customer needs
• The market
• Marketing mix and strategy
• Managing people

• Entrepreneurs and leaders

2. Managing business activities
Students will develop an understanding of:

• Raising finance

• Financial planning

• Managing finance

• Resource management

• External influences

Assessment
Paper 1: Marketing and global business (35%)
Paper 2: Business activities, decisions and strategies (35%)
Paper 3: Investigating business in a competitive environment – using pre-released context document (30%)
   
The department has a suite of  dedicated classrooms and facilities that provide a first class learning environment for 
this subject. The department uses the extensive media coverage of  business to put theory into context, and students are 
encouraged to explore and discuss the endless approaches available to firms when problem solving.  Attention is paid to 
the need for coherent strategies and planning within the decision-making process.  We make sure the theory is applied 
to reality. Currently Lower Sixth students are conducting Market Research and Marketing strategies for the new West 
Somerset Railway.
   
Exam Board: Edexcel 9BS0
   

3. Business decisions and strategy
This theme develops the concepts introduced in Theme 2. 
Students will develop an understanding of:
• Business objectives and strategy
• Business growth
• Decision-making techniques
• Influences on business decisions
• Assessing competitiveness

• Managing change.

4. Global business 
This theme develops the concepts introduced in Theme 1. 
Students will develop an understanding of:
• Globalisation
• Global markets and business expansion
• Global marketing

• Global industries and companies (multinational corporations).

Specification: https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/business-2015.html



Chemistry
The OCR Advanced Chemistry course takes a content-led approach. It is designed not only to be a stand-alone qual-
ification but also to give pupils an excellent preparation for degree courses in a variety of  areas. It is structured in such 
a way as to maintain interest, curiosity and enjoyment in the study of  chemistry through extensive practical work and 
supporting theory.

Beyond the Course
In its own right, Chemistry is interesting, exciting and thought-provoking.  It explains so much about the world 
around us: foods, fibres, pharmaceuticals, dyestuffs, cosmetics, fuels, pesticides and forensic analysis are just a few 
examples. Chemistry at A Level is essential for degrees in Medicine, Medical Sciences, Dentistry, Veterinary Science, 
Environmental Science, Earth Sciences and Chemical Engineering. The analytical and problem-solving skills imparted, 
however, are welcome in almost any future discipline; it is a tribute to the skills and patterns of  thought involved that 
Chemistry is welcomed by employers in all fields.

Assessment
Paper 1 - Periodic table, elements and physical chemistry (100 marks, 37%, 2 hrs 15 mins). Modules 1, 2, 3 and 5: 85 
marks structured questions including practical techniques, 15 marks multiple choice. 

Paper 2 - Synthesis and analytical techniques (100 marks, 37%, 2 hrs 15 mins).
Modules 1, 2, 4 and 6: 85 marks structured questions including practical techniques, 15 marks multiple choice. 

Paper 3 Unified chemistry (70 marks, 26%, 1 hr 30 mins) 
Assesses content from all modules (1-6): structured questions including practical techniques.

Practical Endorsement: Awarded at the end of  two years for meeting the required competency across a range of  
practical skills.

Maths skills: At least 20% of  the marks in the Chemistry A Level exams will require maths skills.

Exam Board:   OCR

 

Course content
Throughout the Course 

Module 1- Development of  practical skills 
in chemistry  
• Practical skills assessed in a written examination
• Practical skills assessed in the practical endorsement

Lower Sixth
Module 2 – Foundations in chemistry
•   Atoms, compounds, molecules and equations
• Amount of  substance
• Acid-base and redox reactions
• Electrons, bonding and structure

Module 3 – Periodic table and energy
• The periodic table and periodicity
• Group 2 and the halogens
• Qualitative analysis
• Enthalpy changes
• Reaction rates and equilibrium (qualitative)

Module 4 – Core organic chemistry
• Basic concepts
• Hydrocarbons
• Alcohols and haloalkanes
• Organic synthesis
• Analytical techniques (IR and MS

Upper Sixth
Module 5 – Physical chemistry and 
transition elements

• Reaction rates and equilibrium (quantitative)

• pH and buffers

• Enthalpy, entropy and free energy

• Redox and electrode potentials

• Transition elements

Module 6 – Organic chemistry and analysis
• Aromatic compounds
• Carbonyl compounds
• Carboxylic acids and esters
•  Nitrogen compounds
•  Polymers
•  Organic synthesis
•  Chromatography and spectroscopy (NMR)

Specifications: OCR Chemistry A H432
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/chemistry-a-h032-h432-from-2015/



Classical Civilisation 
The Classical Civilisation A Level allows pupils to delve into greater detail on some of  the aspects of  Greek and Roman 
society which most affect our world today. They get to read two of  the founding texts of  Western literature, the Iliad, 
telling the story of  the war at Troy, and the Aeneid, both of  which have been a source of  inspiration for writers, artists 
and film-makers ever since their inception. In examining the way in which Augustus, first Emperor of  Rome, carefully 
managed his public image as he transformed the state from a republic to a monarchy, pupils will understand the impor-
tance of  looking at how messages are conveyed in many parts of  society today. As different groups put forward their claims 
on ‘democracy’, has there ever been a more important time to go back to the origins of  this form of  government, and see 
how it arose, and what its founders thought about it?

Beyond the Course
As a humanities subject which trains a variety of  disciplines, including literary analysis, source evaluation, art appreciation 
and philosophical examination, Classical Civilisation A Level is a way into many different degree courses. Many of  
our recent pupils have gone on to study linked subjects at university level, including Archaeology, Ancient and Modern 
History, and Anthropology, as well as Classics itself. At degree level, Classics courses are even broader in terms of  the 
options that are available. 

‘There is no better subject than Classics for anyone who is even remotely intellectually curious, and it’s perfect for 
someone like me who gets bored easily and craves variety. I could pretend I was a philosopher whilst reading Plato, start 
heated political debates with friends after learning about the birth of  democracy, and laugh out loud watching comedies 
by Aristophanes.’ Roberta Thompson, Director of  Corporate Communications for Facebook.

Course content

Lower Sixth
Homer’s Iliad – selected books from the first piece of  Western 
literature; Imperial Image – the portrayal of  the Emperor 
Augustus in art, literature and architecture.

Upper Sixth
Virgil’s Aeneid – the great epic poem about the foundation of  the 
Roman race; Democracy and the Athenians – how the world’s 
first democracy developed and worked in practice, and how the 
Athenians viewed this new system. 

Assessment

Paper 1 (World of  the Hero: 40%, 2hrs 20 
minutes - Analysis of  passages of  the Iliad 
and Aeneid, and longer questions on the 
themes of  the text
   
Paper 2  Culture and the Arts (Imperial 
Image): 30%, 1hr 45minutes -
   
Paper 3 (Beliefs and Ideas (Democracy and 
the Athenians): 30% 1 hr 45 minutes –
      
Exam Board: OCR
  

Design & Technology 
Design and Technology is an inspiring, rigorous and practical subject, and can set you up for a career in a wide variety 
of  industries. At Wellington School, the course reflects authentic practice, as best as it can within the school environment, 
giving an insight into the way that creative and manufacturing industries function. Learners are thus enabled to make the 
connection between the knowledge, understanding and skills they develop and how this will benefit them in the future. 
Learning about Product Design at A-level strengthens pupils’ critical thinking and problem-solving skills within a creative 
environment, enabling them to develop and make prototypes and products that solve real-world problems; journeying 
through the stages of  exploring, designing, prototyping, realisation and commercial manufacture.

Beyond the Course
This subject will excite and engage pupils with contemporary topics covering the breadth of  this dynamic and evolving 
subject. It will create empathetic learners who have the ability to confidently critique products, situations and society in 
every walk of  their lives now and in the future. This course is suited to pupils who are interested in creative and design-
based careers, or those with architecture, engineering and material sciences in mind.

Course content

Lower Sixth
Throughout Lower Sixth, students will experience various 
manufacturing techniques and explore different materials 
to increase their skills and confidence in the workshop. 
Alongside this, pupils gain a better understanding of  
industry processes and the wider world of  Design and 
Technology, through looking at the core components of
the course, which include; identifying specific needs, 
learning from existing products and practice, implications 
of  wider issue, design thinking and communication, 
material considerations, manufacturing processes and 
techniques and viability of  design solutions.

Students will also be introduced to the Non-Examined 
Assessment (NEA). The A-Level allows pupils to have more 
autonomy with their project work, allowing learners to find 
and solve real world problems.

Upper Sixth
The majority of  the Upper Sixth is dedicated to the NEA 
along with preparing for their exams, continuing to work 
through the core components started in Lower Sixth.

Assessment

Principles of  Product Design 
Written paper (Exam)
26.7% of  total A-Level

This paper has four sets of  questions that focus on 
the technical principles within Product Design

Problem Solving in Product Design
Written paper (Exam)
26.7% of  total A-Level

This paper has four sets of  questions that focus on 
the technical principles within Product Design

Iterative Design Project 
Portfolio (NEA)
50% of  total A-Level

The NEA requires pupils to undertake a substantial 
project centred on the iterative processes. Pupils 
identify a design opportunity or problem from a 
context of  their own choice, and create a portfolio 
of  evidence to demonstrate their competence.

Exam Board: OCR
  

Specification: https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/classical-civilisation-h008-h408-from-2017/ Specification: H406 Product Design, https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/304609-specification-accredited-a-
level-gce-design-and-technology-h404-h406.pdf



Drama and Theatre
A Level Drama is a theoretical and practical study of  all things related to Theatre. We cover both scripted and devised 
work alongside the study of  practitioners, the evaluation of  live performances and the analysis of  literature. 

Beyond the Course
A Drama and Theatre A Level qualification is perfect for those wanting to pursue a future in performing or the technical 
side of  Theatre. However, it lends itself  to so much more than that. A number of  Drama students have gone on to study 
English, Law and Business Studies, as well as a wide range of  other degrees. A Drama A Level shows employers that you 
have the ability to communicate effectively, work as part of  a team and present your ideas with confidence.

Course content

You are able to take either a performing or a technical design 

route through your A Level 

Lower Sixth
Component One: Practitioners in Practice  
Component Three: Analysing Performance

Upper Sixth
Component Two: Exploring and Performing Texts 
Component Four: Deconstructing Texts 

Assessment

60% Practical and Coursework 
40% Written exam 
      
Exam Board: OCR
  

Specification: https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/242650-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-drama-and-theatre-h459.pdf



Economics
If  you’re an avid follower of  national and international news or are passionate about the business and finance sectors, 
Economics is for you. Although at first glance, Economics may seem to be all about money, it is fundamentally a people-
focused subject

Part of  the social sciences group, Economics explores the full spectrum of  issues that impact on financial situations and 
decisions. From production to consumption, Economics looks at how the world’s resources are used by and distributed 
among individuals and organisations. This involves studying areas of  politics, sociology, law, psychology and geography, 
at local and global levels.

The two major veins of  Economics are microeconomics and macroeconomics. Microeconomics looks at the 
behaviour and interactions of  individual agents, such as households, companies, buyers and sellers. Macroeconomics 
analyses entire economies on a national or global scale, looking at issues such as unemployment, inflation, economic 
growth and monetary and fiscal policy.

Through a mixture of  lectures, discussions, essays, classroom practical challenges, presentations and field visits such as 
the Bank of  England and London Stock Exchange, students will develop their ability to work and think as economists.  
The department has created its own Fiscal competition with several local schools to replicate the infamous Bank of  
England’s Target 2.0 competition in economic management and the Student Investor Challenge (enabling students to 
understand the mechanisms of  the London Stock Exchange).  

An interest in current affairs is an advantage and all students are advised to regularly read the broadsheets or suitable 
magazines such as the Economist.  In addition to our usual co-curricular programme, the department organises 
dedicated national visits to see theory practically applied to dynamic UK businesses. In recent years this has included 
visits to London, Warwick University, Thatchers Cider and Hinkley Point. The department this year also plans to 
organise a trip round regional businesses to gain a UK perspective and the possible impact of  Brexit on them.

Beyond the Course
Economics is a highly diverse subject and creates opportunities for highly diverse degree and job opportunities. 
The subject was rated as providing the highest average starting salary for graduates in 2017 & 2018. Studying 
Economics will enable students to:
• Develop an understanding of  a range of  concepts and an ability to apply them in a variety of  different contexts
• Use an enquiring, critical and thoughtful approach to the study of  economics and develop an ability to think as        
 an economist
• Understand that economic behaviour can be studied from a range of  perspectives
• Develop analytical and quantitative skills, together with qualities and attitudes that will equip them for the challenges,  
 opportunities and responsibilities of  adult and working life.

Course content
Introduction to markets & market failure - Microeconomic concepts
• The nature of  economics
• How markets work
• Market failure

• Government intervention

The UK economy – performance & policies – Macroeconomic concepts
• Measure of  economic performance
• Aggregate demand
• Aggregate supply
• National income
• Economic growth

• Macroeconomic objectives and policy

Business behaviour and the labour market - Microeconomic concepts focused on
 business economics
• Business growth
• Business objectives
• Revenue, costs and profits
• Market structures
• Labour market

• Government intervention

A global perspective -  Macroeconomic concepts in a global context

• International economics
• Poverty and inequality
• Emerging & developing economies
• The financial sector
• Role of  the state in the macroeconomy

Assessment
Paper 1: Markets and business behaviour (35%)  - 2 hours

Paper 2: The national and global economy (35%)  - 2 hours

Paper 3: Microeconomics and macroeconomics (30%)  - 2 hours

Exam Board:   Edexcel

Specifications: 9EC0  https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/economics-a-2015.html



English Literature
The AQA English Literature A Level Course’s range of  texts is ideal for anyone who loves reading and is interested in 
how society, history and culture have shaped literature.  Our experience over recent   years is that through the two year 
study, students learn not only how to read and interpret texts in a critical way, but they enjoy finding their own voice as 
they engage with the deeper meanings and connections between texts.  For many, studying English Literature instigates a 
personal journey.  

The course is aimed at studying literature in time through prose, poetry and drama texts spanning four centuries. 
The ‘Love  Through the Ages’ paper focuses on exploring the presentation of  love in all its guises from the 15th century 
through to the present day. Considerations such as how certain historical and cultural ‘times’ have conceptualised and 
expressed love are examined. 

The ‘Modern Times: 1945 To The Present Day’ paper provides the opportunity to explore how life since 1945 has 
shaped literature. Ideal for those who enjoy history, politics and globalisation, this paper allows students to study some
of  the most influential texts published after WW2.

The third component is based on coursework and is aimed at helping students to develop their research skills through 
independent study of  two texts (one has to be published before the 20th C). Students will be required to produce a 2,500 
word essay (excluding quotes) that is consolidated with critical views, academic referencing and original discussion. This 
component allows pupils to explore the areas of  literature in which they are particularly interested.

Beyond the Course
English Literature A Level is a facilitating subject that develops an array of  skills through the study of  some of  
literature’s most celebrated texts. Skills such as analysis, synthesis, evaluation, review and independent research are 
developed. Combined with the increased confidence when communicating both orally and on paper, students of  English 
Literature A Level have much to offer employers. It is an ideal subject choice for those who wish to work with people 
and in such areas as law, journalism, marketing/PR, advertising, education or business. 

Course content

Lower Sixth
‘Love Through the  Ages’ 

Othello by Shakespeare

Either
The Awakening by Kate Chopin and Post-1900 AQA Poetry Anthology
Or
The Great Gatsby by F Scott Fitzgerald and Pre-1900 AQA Poetry Anthology

Unseen Poetry Comparison
Introduction to Coursework

Assessment

Love Through the Ages | 40% 
3hr exam

Modern Times: 1945 To The Present Day | 40%
2hr 30 mins

Courseworks | 20%
2,500 word essay

Exam Board: AQA 7712/B
  

Specification:  https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/as-and-a-level/english-literature-a-7711-7712

Upper Sixth
Feminine Gospels – Carol Ann Duffy

A Streetcar Named Desire  - Tennessee Williams

The Help by Kathryn Stockett or The Color Purple by Alice Walker

Unseen Prose

Coursework 



Geography
Contemporary geography is a subject which explicitly engages with the relationship of  human populations to each other 
over time and space, and their relationship with the environment at a variety of  scales from the local to the global.
The syllabus is designed to excite students’ minds, challenge perceptions and stimulate their investigative and analyti-
cal skills.  The subject content follows an issue and impacts approach through the course and beyond to link with the 
demands of  higher level study.

Beyond the Course
A Level Geography bridges both the Arts and the Sciences and is highly regarded for its academic rigour.  Geographers, 
with their wide skill base and analytical evaluative approach, are much in demand by employers in many different fields, 
including surveying, landscape architecture, teaching, town planning and environmental consultancy.

Course content

Lower Sixth

1. Water and carbon cycles

2. Hot desert systems and landscapes

3. Global systems and global governance

4. Changing places

Upper Sixth

5. Hazards

6. Population and the environment

Assessment

Paper 1: 40% (2 ½ hours)       
Topics 1,2 and 5

Paper 2: 40% (2 ½ hours) 
Topics 3,4 and 6

Paper 3: Non-examined assessment (NEA)  
fieldwork investigation 20%

Exam Board: AQA
  

Specification:  https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/geography/as-and-a-level/geography-7037

French
 At Wellington, students studying French at A Level benefit from small classes and tutorial style support in order to 
succeed in their exams. In addition to teaching time, students also receive an hour a week of  one to one speaking classes 
with our native speaker language assistants who provide intensive speaking tutorials in which candidates are encour-
aged to explore their own particular cultural interests relating to their language(s) of  choice. Throughout their studies, 
they will learn the language in the context of  the countries where it is spoken and the issues and influences which have 
shaped them. Students will study texts and film and have the opportunity to carry out independent research on an area 
of  their choice.

Beyond the Course
Advanced study of  any language opens up opportunities for university study, either as a specialist subject or for elective 
modules.  Students with language competence are being employed in an ever-increasing range of  careers, including 
teaching, interpreting, export, import, secretarial, finance, banking, insurance, travel and tourism, leisure, journalism 
and the media, publicity and advertising, marketing, law and international organisations.  The need for speakers of  
other languages is global and students who study languages at A Level and beyond find themselves in high demand 
when they enter the workforce. 

Course content

Lower Sixth
•  Aspects of  French-speaking society: current trends (focus on the  

 modern French family, cyberspace and the role of  volunteer work  

 in France)

•  Artistic culture in the French-speaking world (cultural heritage,  

 music and cinema)

•  The study of  a French film

Upper Sixth

•  Aspects of  French-speaking society: current issues (diversity and  

 marginalization)

•  Aspects of  political life in the French-speaking world (political  

 engagement, strikes and immigration policy)

•  The study of  a work of  French literature

Assessment

Unit 1

Title Listening, Reading and Translation

First Examination June U6th

Duration 2 hours 30 minutes

Unit 1

Title Listening, Reading and Translation

First Examination June U6th

Duration 2 hours 30 minutes

Unit 1

Title Listening, Reading and Translation

First Examination June U6th

Duration 2 hours 30 minutes

Exam Board: AQA
  

Specification:  https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/as-and-a-level/french-7652



German
At Wellington, students studying German at A Level benefit from small classes and tutorial style support in order to 
succeed in their exams. In addition to teaching time, students also receive an hour a week of  one to one speaking classes 
with our native speaker language assistants who provide intensive speaking tutorials in which candidates are encour-
aged to explore their own particular cultural interests relating to their language(s) of  choice. Throughout their studies, 
they will learn the language in the context of  the countries where it is spoken and the issues and influences which have 
shaped them. Students will study texts and film and have the opportunity to carry out independent research on an area 
of  their choice.

Beyond the Course
Advanced study of  any language opens up opportunities for university study, either as a specialist subject or for elective 
modules.  Students with language competence are being employed in an ever-increasing range of  careers, including 
teaching, interpreting, export, import, secretarial, finance, banking, insurance, travel and tourism, leisure, journalism 
and the media, publicity and advertising, marketing, law and international organisations.  The need for speakers of  
other languages is global and students who study languages at A Level and beyond find themselves in high demand 
when they enter the workforce.

Course content

Lower Sixth
• Aspects of  German-speaking society (family, the digital world,  
 young people, fashion and music
• Artistic culture in the German-speaking world (festivals and   
 traditions, architecture, the role of  Berlin))

• The study of  a German Film

Upper Sixth
• Multiculturalism in German-speaking society (migration,   
 immigration, racism)
• Aspects of  political life in the German-speaking world (Germany  
 and the EU, young people and German politics, currently political  
 trends)
•  The study of  a work of  German literature

Assessment

Unit 1

Title Listening, Reading and Translation

First Examination June U6th

Duration 2 hours 30 minutes

Unit 2

Title Writing

First Examination June U6th

Duration 2 hours 

Unit 3

Title Speaking

First Examination June U6th

Duration 25 mins + preparation time

Exam Board: AQA
  

Specification:  https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/as-and-a-level/german-7662

Greek
Classical Greece has proved a source of  fascination to the intellectually curious from Roman times to the present day. 
Studying the language to a high level enables pupils to engage with some of  the central texts from this culture. The 
literature set for examination in 2021 includes passages from the Iliad; Achilles is persuaded to return battle as he 
mourns the death of  Patroklos, Herodotus’ account of  the Greeks’ victory against the odds at the Battle of  Marathon, 
Xenophon’s auto-biographical story of  a military expedition to the heart of  Persia, and Euripides’ tragedy Medea, with 
one of  the strongest female characters in literature. Being able to analyse the structure of  the language and translate into 
English, help to train the mind in a variety of  skills, and the texts help to foster a sense of  what makes us human.

Beyond the Course
Students with an A Level in Greek are rare, and the skills they have developed are highly sought after by universities and 
employers alike. As well as naturally leading to a Classics degree, those with A Level Greek are also excellent candidates 
for a range of  language and humanities courses at top universities, or use it as an extra string to their bow alongside 
scientific subjects. ‘Mark Zuckerberg was a classic liberal arts scholar who also happened to be passionately interested in 
computers. He studied Ancient Greek intensively in high school.’ - Washington Post

Course content

Lower Sixth
Language work, including grammatical features not covered at 

GCSE; AS Vocabulary list; Herodotus set text; Homer, Iliad 18 Text

Upper Sixth
Further language work, focusing on unseen translation of  the set 
authors (Thucydides and Sophocles) and comprehension practice; 
Xenophon set text; Euripides, Medea text

Assessment

Paper 1: Unseen Translation 33% 1hr 45 – 
Translation of  a passage of  prose and a 
passage verse into English

Paper 2: Comprehension: 17% 1hr 15 – 
Comprehension and grammatical analysis of
 an unseen passage of  original Greek

Paper 3: Prose Literature: 25% 2hrs – 
Commentary on passages of  the prose set 
texts, and thematic essay on the U6th text

Paper 4: Verse Literature: 25% 2hrs – 
Commentary on passages of  the verse set 
texts, and thematic essay on the U6th text

Exam Board: OCR

Specification: https://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/
classical-greek-h044-h444-from-2016/

Specification: https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-levelclassical-greek-h044-h444-from-2016/



History
History is the study of  the past. It examines the political, economic, social and cultural issues of  different era and 
cultures. At its most ambitious, the subject is the study of  everything.

Of  course, in A Level History you won’t be expected to learn everything from the Battle of  Hastings in 1066 to the 
Cold War, but you will cover enough in breadth and depth to develop a good understanding of  events in their historical 
context, and to develop an historian’s approach to the past. “Why was a particular course of  action followed?” is a 
fundamental question underlying the study of  History, and its primary purpose is not to judge but to comprehend.

From an intellectual standpoint, A Level History is about the acquisition of  vital learning skills: you need to be able to 
read and digest large amounts of  information and to pick out what is and is not relevant to the question you are dealing 
with. History will teach you how to analyse, reflect and to argue clearly in class and in writing.

Beyond the Course
By studying History,  you will gain skills highly valued by employers and universities, such as analytical and critical 
reasoning, oral and written communication and research skills – History is a highly respected academic discipline, 
and those who have studied it have used it as launch pad for a wide range of  careers in areas as diverse as the media, 
government, heritage organisations, conservation, teaching, archives, museums and galleries, the police and law. 

Course content

Lower Sixth
Unit 1: Anglo-Saxon England and the Norman Conquest, 1035-1107
Unit 2: Democracy and Dictatorship in Germany 1919-1963

Upper Sixth
Unit 3: Russia and its Rulers, 1855-1964
Unit 4: 3000-4000-word essay on a historical topic of  the
 student’s choice.

Assessment

Unit 1 - One 1-hour 30-minute paper
(25% of  total grade)
Section A – Source-based essay question.
Section B – Knowledge-based essay question.

Unit 2 - One 1-hour paper (15%) 
One extended answer and one essay, both 
knowledge-based.

Unit 3 - One 2-hour 30-minute paper (40%)
Section A – Interpretations-based essay.
Section B- Two thematic knowledge-based essays.

Unit 4 - Coursework
One 3000-4000-word essay (20%)

Exam Board: AQA
  

Specification:  https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/as-and-a-level/german-7662



Latin
Widely acknowledged as one of  the most disciplined modes of  training for the academic mind, the study of  Latin teach-
es logic, exactitude and problem solving, whilst also developing students’ own use of  language. This is also the study, 
through literature, of  societies’ ideas, and it provides its students with a deep understanding of  our own society and of  
human kind. The texts studied for examination in 2021 include Horace’s reflections on wealth and friendship, Cicero’s 
polemic attack on Marc Antony, Virgil’s portrayal of  the warrior princess Camilla, and Apuleius’ folk-tale of  the rela-
tionship between Cupid and Psyche.

Beyond the Course
The study of  Latin develops a wide range of  skills that will help students in a variety of  degree courses. The study 
of  Classics at university level is one of  the broadest disciplines, featuring language, literature, philosophy, history, art 
appreciation and linguistics to name but a few. Classicists therefore enter a plethora of  careers which require these skills, 
from Law to the civil service, advertising to performing arts. When asked why he employed so many Classics graduates, 
JP Getty is said to have replied ‘Because they sell more oil!’. Or, as a recruiter for a major publishing house said: 
“Classics does not narrow down your potentialities early as almost any other degree does.”

Course content

Lower Sixth
Language work, including the few grammatical features not cov-
ered at GCSE; AS Vocabulary list; Horace Satires set text; Cicero 

Philippics set text

Upper Sixth
Further language work, focusing on unseen translation of  the set 
authors (Livy and Ovid) and comprehension practice; Virgil Aeneid 
XI set text; Apuleius Metamorphoses set text

Assessment

Paper 1: Unseen Translation 33% 1hr 45 – 
Translation of  a passage of  prose and a 
passage verse into English

Paper 2: Comprehension: 17% 1hr 15 – 
Comprehension and grammatical analysis of
 an unseen passage of  original Latin

Paper 3: Prose Literature: 25% 2hrs – 
Commentary on passages of  the prose set texts, 
and thematic essay on the U6th text

Paper 4: Verse Literature: 25% 2hrs – 
Commentary on passages of  the verse set 
texts, and thematic essay on the U6th text

Exam Board: OCR

Specification:https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/latin-h043-h443-from-2016/



Mathematics
Mathematics is a popular and successful A Level option at Wellington. This is a subject which continues to build 
upon previous knowledge, so students who are comfortable with the (I)GCSE content and who are motivated to meet 
new concepts and solve ever more developed problems are well suited to A Level study. Students wishing to study 
Mathematics will usually have achieved a grade 7, 8 or 9 at (I)GCSE. It should also be noted that very good algebraic 
skills are an essential pre-requisite for success at A Level.

Beyond the Course
Mathematics at A Level is an essential qualification for almost all careers in mathematics and its related sciences 
including physics, computing and engineering. It is also a highly sought after qualification for careers in business, 
finance, economics, accountancy, architecture and design. Studying Mathematics helps to develop the sort of  analytical, 
logical thinking skills and strategies which are very much in demand in management roles.

Course content

The course is usually divided between two teachers who 
each cover aspects of  the Pure Mathematics & Statistics and 
Mechanics content.

Pure Mathematics
Proof, Algebra & Functions, Coordinate Geometry, Sequences 
& Series, Trigonometry, Exponentials & Logarithms, 
Differentiation, Integration, Numerical Methods and Vectors.

Statistics and Mechanics
Statistical Sampling, Data Presentation & Interpretation, 
Probability, Statistical Distributions, Statistical Hypothesis 
Testing, Quantities & Units in Mechanics, Kinematics, Forces & 
Newton’s Laws and Moments.

Beyond the curriculum, Sixth Form mathematics students 
participate in the UKMT Senior Maths Challenge. They are 
given opportunities to attend events and lectures, including our 
own annual Tom Passmore Memorial Mathematics Lecture 
which is held at the school during the spring term.

Assessment

Paper 1: Pure Mathematics 1 (2 hours) 33.33%

Paper 2: Pure Mathematics 2 (2 hours) 33.33%
These two papers may contain any topics from the Pure 
Mathematics content.

Paper 3: Statistics and Mechanics (2 hours) 
33.33%

Exam Board: Edexcel

Further Mathematics
Further Mathematics is a challenging qualification which extends students’ knowledge and understanding beyond the 
standard A Level Mathematics course. Those who take Further Mathematics are demonstrating a strong commitment to 
their studies, as well as learning skills which will be very useful for any mathematically rich degree. Students wishing to 
study Further Mathematics will usually have achieved a grade 8 or 9 at (I)GCSE and have studied towards an Additional 
Mathematics qualification.

Beyond the Course
Further Mathematics at A Level is particularly valuable to students who wish to apply for competitive University courses 
in Mathematics, Physics, Engineering, Computer Science and occasionally Economics. Courses or careers which are 
mathematically based benefit from a wider appreciation of  mathematical skills and topics.

Course content

The course is usually divided between two teachers who cover 
aspects of  the Core Pure Mathematics and Further Mathematics 
Options content.

Core Pure Mathematics
Proof, Complex Numbers, Matrices, Further Algebra & 
Functions, Further Calculus, Further Vectors, Polar Coordinates, 
Hyperbolic Functions and Differential Equations.

Further Mathematics Options
The optional units contain work on Further Pure Mathematics, 
Further Mechanics, Further Statistics and Decision Mathematics. 
Choices can vary although the department will guide students 
according to individual strengths and interests.

Beyond the curriculum, students participate in the UKMT 
Senior Maths Challenge and follow-on rounds including the 
British Mathematical Olympiad. Some students work towards 
the Advanced Extension Award (AEA), MAT and STEP 
examinations. These provide additional opportunities for students 
to broaden their experiences in preparation for, or as a part of, 
their university applications.

Assessment

Paper 1: Core Pure Mathematics 1
 (1 hour 30 mins) 25%

Paper 2: Core Pure Mathematics 2 
(1 hour 30 mins) 25%
These two papers may contain any topics from 
the Core Pure Mathematics content.

Paper 3:  Further Mathematics Option 1 
(1 hour 30 mins) 25%

Paper 4: Further Mathematics Option 2
(1 hour 30 mins) 25%
Students take at least two out of  eight Further 
Mathematics Options.

Exam Board: Edexcel

Please note that Further Mathematics students
are examined in A Level Mathematics at the 
end of  the Lower Sixth.

Specification:9MA0
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Mathematics/2017/specification-and-sample-
assesment/a-level-l3-mathematics-specification.pdf

Specification: 9FM0
https://qualifications.pearson.com/content/dam/pdf/A%20Level/Mathematics/2017/specification-and-sample-
assesment/a-level-l3-further-mathematics-specification.pdf



Music
The A Level Music specification builds on the skills and knowledge gained at KS4 and gives equal weighting to 
Performing and Composition - both at 30% - enabling students to progress in both skills. It also encourages techni-
cal composition skills to better support the transition into undergraduate music, or music-related degree courses. The 
Appraising component involves the study of  18 works across six Areas of  Study, nurturing the learning of  musical ele-
ments, musical contexts and musical language through specific pieces of  music. Students experience, through these set 
works, how key musical content is used within specific and diverse pieces. In-depth appraising skills are also encouraged 
through the requirement of  linking wider listening to support and enrich the study of  the set works.

Beyond the Course
It is one of  the most demanding A Level subjects and is acknowledged and well-respected for its academic rigour by 
universities and music colleges. It links well with many other academic disciplines, complementing Maths, Languages, 
English and History, in particular. Transferable skills enable young people up face the demands of  further and higher 
education, as well as the demands of  the workplace and are important in the teaching and learning of  this specification.

Course content
Component 1: Performing
• A public performance of  one or more pieces, performed as a recital.
• Performance can be playing or singing solo, in an ensemble, improvising or realising music using music technology.
• The total performance time across all pieces must be a minimum of  8 minutes.
• Performances must be recorded after 1 March in the year of  certification and all materials for assessment submitted  
 by 15 May in the year of  certification.

Component 2: Composing
Total of  two compositions, one to a brief  set by Pearson and one either free composition or also to a brief.

• One composition must be from either a list of  briefs related to the areas of  study, or a free composition, carrying 40  

 marks for this component. This composition must be at least 4 minutes in duration.

• One composition must be from a list of  briefs assessing compositional technique, carrying 20 marks for this   

 component. This composition must be at least 1 minute in duration, unless the brief  specifies a longer            

 minimum duration.

• Total time across both submissions must be a minimum of  6 minutes.

Component 3: Appraising
• Knowledge and understanding of  musical elements, context and language.
• Application of  knowledge through the context of  six Areas of  Study, each with three set works: Vocal music,    
 Instrumental music, Music for film, Popular music and Jazz, Fusions, New directions.
• Application of  knowledge to unfamiliar works.

Assessment
Coursework is submitted in May of  Upper Sixth and the two components are marked externally by Edexcel. 
Performing (30%) – externally assessed
Composing (30%) – externally assessed
Appraising (40%) – Listening and written examination (2 hours)

Exam Board:   EDEXCEL

Specifications:: https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-a-levels/music-2016.html



Physics
The knowledge and skills acquired in the Physics A Level course develop a refined understanding of  physical interac-
tions and the important reasons why things behave as they do. The course covers the fundamental forces, energy, waves 
and develops techniques with material and mathematical applications, leading to the fascinating ideas such as the origins 
of  the universe from the tiniest building blocks of  matter. 

Beyond the Course
The skills developed at the heart of  physics provide stepping stones to future study within engineering, technology, our 
planet and the universe itself.  The skills and knowledge developed by studying physics keeps the doors open to many 
varied different disciplines, especially with problem solving, research and analytical skills. It’s not just rocket science: 

physics is the route to so many careers, from predicting climate change to designing computer games.

Course content

Lower Sixth
1 Measurements and their errors
2 Particles and radiation
3 Waves
4 Mechanics and materials
5 Electricity

6 Further mechanics and thermal physics

Upper Sixth
7 Fields and their consequences
8 Nuclear physics
Astrophysics

Assessment

Paper 1: Sections 1 to 5 and 6.1 (Periodic motion)
Written exam: 2 hours - 85 marks - 34% of  A-level
Questions
60 marks of  short and long answer questions and 25 multiple choice questions on content.

Paper 2: Sections 6.2 (Thermal Physics), 7 and 8
Assumed knowledge from sections 1 to 6.1
Written exam: 2 hours - 85 marks - 34% of  A-level
Questions
60 marks of  short and long answer questions and 25 multiple choice questions on content.

Paper 3: Section A Compulsory section: Practical skills and data analysis
Section B: Students study section 9 Astrophysics.
Written exam: 2 hours - 80 marks - 32% of  A-level
Questions 
45 marks of  short and long answer questions on practical experiments and data analysis.
35 marks of  short and long answer questions on optional topic

Exam Board: AQA 7408

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/as-and-a-level/physics-7407-7408

• Alzheimer Researcher

• Clinical Scientist

• Tunnel Engineer

• Surgeon

• Laser Fusion Scientist

• Astrophysicist

• Solicitor

• Structural Engineer

• Weather Forecaster

• Science Communicator

• DJ

• Pyrotechnician

• Sound Engineer

• TV producer

• Computer Games Designer

• Restaurant Founder

• Poker Player

• TV Science Advisor

• Radar Project Manager



Psychology
Why do some people conform whilst others rebel? How much of  our behaviour is controlled by our genes and 
how much is determined by our upbringing? How does your brain adapt to changing circumstances? How does 
memory work?

Psychology is the study of  the mind, brain and behaviour. Interest in A Level Psychology has grown enormously in 
recent years and it is now considered to be one of  the most popular A Levels in the country. It combines scientific rigour 
and data analysis with humanities skills such as evaluation of  sources and ethics, and as such complements a wide range 
of  other A Level subjects.  

Beyond the Course
Students who study psychology can aim for a huge range of  possible university courses, from neuroscience to sport 
psychology. The skills gained in the A Level course are also invaluable for careers such as market research, social work, 
teaching, nursing, sales, media and broadcasting, management, the police and the armed forces.

Course content

Lower Sixth
1. Social influence
2. Memory
3. Attachment
4. Psychopathology
5. Approaches in psychology part 1
6. Biopsychology part 1.  
7. Research methods part 1

Upper Sixth
8. Research methods part 2.
9. Approaches in psychology part 2. 
10. Biopsychology part 2
11. Issues and debates in psychology
12. Gender
13. Schizophrenia
14.A ddiction 

Assessment

Each paper is 2 hours in duration and consists 
of  a mixture of  multiple choice, short answer 
and essay questions. 

Paper 1: Introductory Topics in Psychology - 
topics 1-4 above.

Paper 2: Psychology in Context – 
topics 5-10 above

Paper 3:  Issues and Options in Psychology – 
topics 11-14 above

Exam Board: AQA A level Psychology 7182

Specification:https://filestore.aqa.org.uk/resources/psychology/specifications/AQA-7181-7182-SP-2015.PDF

Religion, Ethics And 
Philosophy 
Studying Religion, Ethics and Philosophy at A level is an opportunity to critically engage with a history of  ideas that 
goes back thousands of  years, and which shapes the current world we live in. The course is both intellectually and per-
sonally challenging, requiring the student to examine, and potentially rethink, many of  their long standing beliefs about 
the world and their place within it. This is achieved through the study of  important western scholars, such as Thomas 
Aquinas and John Stuart Mill, and an in-depth study of  Buddhist thought and its practice.

Beyond the Course
The course will develop and extend the students’ skills in using reasoned argument and critical thinking. Students will 
also learn to read complex technical prose, and write extended evaluative essays with clarity and precision.  These 
skills are highly transferable and used frequently in many careers, including but not limited to: law, politics, medicine, 
education, journalism, and business.  The A Level is highly regarded as a traditional and rigorous A Level by all 
universities including Oxford and Cambridge, and will be of  particular relevance for a student looking to study 
Philosophy, Theology or Religious Studies.

Course content

Lower Sixth
Paper 1: Plato and Aristotle; mind, body and soul; arguments 
for the existence of  God; the problem of  evil; religious 
experience

Paper 2: Situation ethics; Natural Moral Law; Utilitarianism; 
Kantian ethics; business ethics; euthanasia

Paper 3: Life of  the Buddha; 3 refuges; samsara; 3 universal 
truths; 4 noble truths and the noble eightfold path; meditation.

Upper Sixth
Paper 1: Nature of  God; religious language

Paper 2: Conscience; meta-ethics; sexual ethics

Paper 3: Mahayana, Zen and Pure Land; Western Buddhism; 
engaged Buddhism; Buddhism and gender.

Assessment

Paper 1:  (2 hours) Philosophy of  Religion 

Paper 2:  (2 hours) Ethics 

Paper 3:  (2 hours) Buddhism 

Each exam involves writing 3 out of  a possible 
4 essays, worth 40 marks each.  The papers are 
weighted equally, each contributing 120 marks to 
a total of  360 marks.

Exam Board: OCR

Specification:https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/242913-specification-accredited-a-level-gce-religious-studies-h573.pdf



Spanish
At Wellington, students studying Spanish at A Level benefit from small classes and tutorial style support in order to 
succeed in their exams. In addition to teaching time, students also receive an hour a week of  one to one speaking classes 
with our native speaker language assistants who provide intensive speaking tutorials in which candidates are encour-
aged to explore their own particular cultural interests relating to their language(s) of  choice. Throughout their studies, 
they will learn the language in the context of  the countries where it is spoken and the issues and influences which have 
shaped them. Students will study texts and film and have the opportunity to carry out independent research on an area 
of  their choice.

Beyond the Course
Advanced study of  any language opens up opportunities for university study, either as a specialist subject or for elective 
modules.  Students with language competence are being employed in an ever-increasing range of  careers, including 
teaching, interpreting, export, import, secretarial, finance, banking, insurance, travel and tourism, leisure, journalism 
and the media, publicity and advertising, marketing, law and international organisations.  The need for speakers of  
other languages is global and students who study languages at A Level and beyond find themselves in high demand 
when they enter the workforce.

Course content

Lower Sixth
• Aspects of  Hispanic Society (changes in the Spanish family, gender  
 equality, attitudes towards marriage and the influence of  the  
 Catholic Church, cyberspace and the role of  the internet)
• Artistic culture in the Hispanic world (art, music, gastronomy,  
 cultural and regional identity and heritage)

• The study of  a Hispanic film

Upper Sixth
• Multiculturalism in Hispanic society (immigration, racism,   
 education)
• Aspects of  political life in the Hispanic world (monarchy and  
 dictatorships, the role of  young people today, popular political  
 movements) 
• The study of  a work of  Spanish literature

Assessment

Unit 1

Title Listening, Reading and Translation

First Examination June U6th

Duration 2 hours 30 minutes

Unit 2

Title Writing

First Examination June U6th

Duration 2 hours 

Unit 3

Title Speaking

First Examination June U6th

Duration 25 mins + preparation time

Exam Board: AQA
  

Specification: https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/as-and-a-level/spanish-7692



Extended Project Qualification
Available to all Sixth Form students, initially through timetabled Academic Enrichment lessons, this qualification enables a 
student to choose a topic of  interest and undertake an in-depth study.  The qualification is equivalent to half  of  an A Level.

The student identifies an objective for the study, in the form of  a question, produces a plan, conducts research, documents 
their progress, completes the project and then presents the results to an audience

Beyond the Course
The skills developed through the course and in tackling the EPQ will be useful in higher education and many universities 
make ‘discounted’ offers to students on its completion and final grade. However, the main benefits to the student from 
completion of  an EPQ are the opportunity to develop invaluable abilities as an independent learner and to appreciate the 
intrinsic freedom which accompanies study of  chosen subject matter for its own sake, rather than through the confines of  
particular specification content.

Course content

Lower Sixth
Alongside being introduced to the technical requirements and methods of  assessment, students will be given structured 
academic support in critical thinking skills, ethical frameworks, research techniques, avoiding plagiarism and how to 

provide academic references and footnotes.

Upper Sixth
As the project develops students will be assigned an individual EPQ supervisor who will help to manage progress during 
timetabled tutorials and other meetings.

Specification: https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/qualifications/edexcel-project-qualification/level-3.html

Assessment

The project is assessed internally then moderated by the examination board.

Scope for a title is very broad, and supervisors encourage students to choose a topic in line with their individual 
curiosities and interests. Projects fall into one of  four categories – listed below with some example project titles.

Category: Dissertation
Word count (approx.): 6 000
Form of  objective/Sample title: Research question
Why does the NHS struggle to deal with MRSA?

Category: Investigation/Field study
Word count (approx.): 5 000
Form of  objective/Sample title: Research question/hypothesis
How do supermarkets gain competitive advantage?  A case study of  Tesco and Sainsbury’s.

Category: Performance
Word count (approx.): 3 000
Form of  objective/Sample title: Response to a commission or question
How can we make classical texts popular to new audiences?

Category: Artefact
Word count (approx.): 3 000
Form of  objective/Sample title: Response to a design brief
Make illustrations for classical texts to support the development of  new audiences.

Exam Board: AQA 7408
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